
Printing Tips for Dark T-shirt Transfer Inkjet Material
At OnlineLabels.com, we’ve developed some simple tips that may help when printing your Dark 

T-shirt Transfer Inkjet Material. Keep in mind, there are no set rules to printing for best results, as 

each printer may perform just a little bit differently. Please refer to you printer manual for printer 

specific paper loading and feeding recommendations.

Below are several tips for printing your t-shirt transfer:

•     In printer settings, selecting a ‘plain paper’ setting often works best with most printers.

• Load the paper so that the image will appear on the coated side of the paper.
• Note: Do not print transfer as mirror image.

Use Normal ImageMirror Image

• We recommend printing a test page to make certain your print will be positioned correctly.
• Trim away any un-printed paper around the image if preferred.
• Slowly peel away the paper backing from the transfer film, starting with a small tear in the 
 corner to make separating easier.



Ironing Instructions for Dark T-shirt Transfer Materials

For smaller transfers, one half sheet or less, the ironing time can be reduced to 1.5 minutes total. If the transfer area 
happens to be smaller than the iron, iron for 30 seconds with heavy pressure.

Allow transfer to cool for approximately 2 minutes and remove paper.

Preheat iron to highest setting. DO NOT use steam and empty all water.

DO NOT use an ironing board for your transfer. We suggest a very smooth hard surface that is waist level or below.

Place a pillowcase or sheet on the surface and iron to remove any wrinkles.

Place the transfer with the image side up in the center of the t-shirt/garment with the ironing sheet (i.e. parchment 

paper) on top. 

We recommend hand ironing only for T-shirts and light-weight fabrics.

Using 2 hands firmly move the iron up and down, as seen in example 1.1. In approximately 90 seconds, make 

enough passes to iron the shirt 2 times. Be sure to keep the iron halfway off the edge when ironing the edges of 

the t-shirt or garment. 

Using 2 hands firmly move the iron side to side, as seen in example 1.2. In approximately 90 seconds, make enough 

passes to iron the shirt 2 times. Be sure to keep the iron halfway off the edge when ironing the edges of the t-shirt 

or garment.
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Example 1.2  

*Please be advised to use caution when using an iron at hot temperatures. If you are under the age of 18, please 
seek adult supervision.

Turn garment inside out and wash in cold water using mild detergent. DO NOT use bleach. Dry on low heat setting. 
DO NOT iron directly on the transferred area

Storing Your Transfer Material
Store your t-shirt transfer material in a cool, dry area and do not remove from clamshell packaging until you are 
ready to use.

Note: Dark colored polyester and nylon garments are not recommended because the dye may migrate into the 
transfer.

Washing Instructions

We recommend printing, ironing and washing your t-shirt one time before multiple uses of the material. This will 
allow you to take any corrective actions before making a quantity of shirts.
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